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How Is This Even Possible?
NEW QUESTION: 1
Path source = Paths.get ("/data/december/log.txt");
Path destination = Paths.get("/data");
Files.copy (source, destination);
and assuming that the file /data/december/log.txt is accessible and contains:
10-Dec-2014 - Executed successfully
A. Option A
B. Option C
C. Option D
D. Option B
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following statements is INCORRECT about the mode for setting the eSpace
7950 IP phone IP address?
A. If the IP phone fails to be registered, you can change the IP address only on the IP phone LCD
screen.
B. On the IP phone LCD login screen, press the Network softkey and choose IPV4 Setting.
C. When you obtain the current IP address of the IP phone, you can use the administrator
account to log in to the web page to change the IP address.

D. On the IP phone LCD home screen, choose Apps > Advanced > Network > IPv4 Setting.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Identify the two correct statements related to variance in the context of sales quota.
A. Variance is the difference in parent and child quota.
B. Variance is the difference between the predicted sales quota and actual sales quota.
C. Variance is the difference in quota among the child quotas.
D. Variance can be spread, meaning that it gets added to the child territories.
E. Variance is the difference between the adjusted quota amount for the parent territory and
the rolled up total amount from the child territory quotas.
Answer: E
Explanation:
The variance is the difference between the adjusted quota amount for the parent territory and
the rolled up total amount from the child territory quotas. The variance can be spread,
meaning it gets added to the child territories.
Reference; Oracle Fusion Applications Sales Guide, 11g, What's a variance?
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